unicorn
‘yoo-ni-corn’
A mythical horse-like creature
bearing a single horn on its forehead

unison

🦄

‘yoo-ni-sun’
Doing or saying the same thing as one
at the same time

unit

‘yoo-nit’
The amount needed to make up
one part in a scale of measurement

university

‘yoo-nee-ver-sit-ee’
A centre of higher education where lots
of subjects are taught in one place

uni (one)

origin: Latin
unus (‘oo-nus’) = one

!

Name: ____________________________

Fill it in

uni=one

Complete the words with the root uni to match the definition.

re _ _ _ te

___t
the amount needed to make up
one part in a scale of measurement

_ _ _ cycle
a bike with just one wheel

🦄

to bring people back
together in one place

_ _ _ corn
a mythical horse-like creature bearing
a single horn on its forehead

_ _ _ form
one style of clothing that
everyone in a particular school
or job has to wear

_ _ _ son
doing or saying the same thing as
one at the same time

_ _ _ versity
a centre of higher education where lots
of subjects are taught in one place

_ _ _ que
one of a kind

_ _ _ verse
the whole of space, with all the stars, planets, energy and
other things it contains

uni

Name: ____________________________

Match it up

uni=one

Match each word containing the root uni to its meaning.

unique

🦄

a decision or action taken by
just one person in a group,
but not the others

to bring back together as one two or
more things that had once been whole
but which have since been split apart

unite

unicycle

universe

unilateral

reunify

the whole of space, with all
the stars, planets, energy and
other things in it

the only one of its kind

to bring two or more people
or things together

a cycle with only one wheel

uni

Name: ____________________________

Finish the phrase

uni=one

🦄

Chose the best word below that uses the root uni to
complete the sentences.

m
r
o
unif

unison

🐴

🥕

units
uni

y
t
i
s
v er

un

If I stuck this carrot to my head, do you think
I’d look like a ________________________?

The first step is to separate the number into
hundreds, tens and ________________________.

!!

"

One day I hope to be like my big sister and
go to ________________________ .

This strange hat is part of my
_____________________ .

!"#

ico
rn

!

We’re getting pretty good at dancing
in perfect ______________ .

uni

Name: ____________________________

Picture this

uni=one

In each box, write a word that uses the root uni. Then draw a picture
to illustrate that word.

🦄

My word is : __________________________________________________

My word is : __________________________________________________

uni

Name: ____________________________

Noughts & Crosses

uni=one

Take turns to fill a box by completing a word that uses the root uni.
After you’ve written the word, say out loud what it means. The first
player to complete a line of three boxes vertically, horizontally or
diagonally wins.

🦄

_ _ _ corn

_ _ _ te

___t

_ _ _ verse

_ _ _ que

_ _ _ son

_ _ _ cycle

re _ _ _ fy

_ _ _ lateral

uni

